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DATA SHEET

EddyCus® CF ROB – Structural Analysis Of Carbon Preforms

EddyCus® CF ROB
Flat, slightly curved or shaped

Parts geometries
Scan area

Arm length 1.7m

Accuracy robot

0.1 mm goal point difference

Speed

500 mm/sec at 0.25mm resolution

Mode

Contact and non-contact

Carbon Fiber Materials

CF fabric, textile, stack, prepreg, preform, composite

Feature

Capturing contour, Distance sensor

Device dimension

4,000 / 3,000 / 2,500 mm (w/d/h), 2,000kg

CHARACTERIZATION & APPLICATION
Structural Analysis with Eddy Current Sensor


Fiber orientation of individual layers & hidden layers



Fiber spacing & fiber distribution

Additional benefits
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Multi-purpose use for scanning, scribing, cutting,
drilling, welding, gluing
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Virtual robot cell for collision control and individual
path planning
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